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You have been scheduled for surgerv at Svcamore Surserv Center

This information is designed to provide you with knowledge and
insight regarding your upcoming surgery. Please read this
information thoroughly because it will help answer many of the
questions you may have. The following packet informs you about
the preparation process, appointments, education, and what to
expect before, during, and after your surgery.

Please keep this packet as it will serve as a great guide for you
during your joint replacement journey. However, if you do not find
the answers here, please feel free to call your surgeon's office.

We have collaborated and combined expertise from several
sources to work with you and make this a positive experience. You
are the most important person in the process. Active participation
and willingness on your part is needed to make recover, and to
ensure the best outcome.

Thank you for choosing Sycamore Surgery Center. We look
forward to caring for you soon!

Sycamore Surgery Center Staff
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Sincerely,



Education for Total Knee Replacement

You have been scheduled to have knee replacement surgery. The
knee joint forms where the thighbone, shinbone, and kneecap meet. The
knee joint is supported by muscles and ligaments. It is lined with a
cushioning called cartilage. Over time, cartilage wears away. This can
make the knee feel stiff and painful. Your surgeon will replace your
painful joint with an artificial joint to relieve pain and restore movement.
Below are instructions to assist you in making your surgery experience
successful.

You are scheduled for outpatient surgery, also called ambulatory
surgery, which means that you will go home the same day. Our goal is to
make your experience at Sycamore Surgery Center as pleasant and saf-e

as possible. Therefore, we ask that you thoroughly look through this
information to help answer any questions you may have.

After you have a surgery date you will be sent an email to fil1 out
your One Medical Passport. You will need to enter your complete
health history, list of medications, allergies, and other pertinent
intbrmation that will allow us to safely care lbr you at the surgery
center. *Pleasc fill your One Medical Passport out as soon as

possible so we may provide you with the best possible care. If you
do not have an email, please contact us at (765) 681-5060.

You may be asked to go to the Surgery Evaluation Center (SEC) to
be cleared fbr surgery. The doctor perfbrming your surgery will let you
know if you are required to go to the SEC befbre your surgery is
scheduled. You may also be asked to go to your specialty doctors such

as cardiology or pulmonology to get clearance fbr your surgery.

The surgeon's office rvill filI out any work/FMLA forms you may
need completed for disability while off work due to your limitations or

restrictions. Please noti$, the ollice of any forms you may need before
your surgery.
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What is Osteoarthritis?

. Arthritis is a general term meaning joint inflammation. Osteoarthdtis is a specific kind of arthdtis and
is the most common type affecting nearly 2l million Americans. As we age, the chances of developing
osteoarthritis increase, though the severity ofthe disease is different fo, er"ryon". Even people in ihe"early
stages of life can develop some form ofosteoarthritis.

Osteoarthritis breaks down the cartilage in joints and can occur in almost anyjoint in rhe body.
Cartilage is a rubbery material that covers the ends ofbones in normal joints and helps ensure thatjoint bones
do not rub together. It also serves as a shock absorber as wear and tear occurs in the joints after years ofuse.

_ Osteoarthritis makes joint cartilage susceptible to damage. Over time, the cartilage may break down
and wear away, preventing it from working properly. when this happens, tendors and ligameni in thejoint
can stretch, causing pain. Ifthe condition worsens, joint bones can rub together, causing pain and discomfort.

Causes of Osteoarthritis:
There are several factors that ircrease a person's chances ofdeveloping osteoarthritis including family

history, obesity, injuries like fractures in the joinl, previous surgeries where cartilage was removed from a joini,
and overuse.

Symptoms of Osteoarthritis:
. Joints that are sore and ache especially after periods ofactivity.
. Pain that develops after overuse or when joints are inactive for extended periods oftime

Symptoms of inllammatory arthritis can include:
. Stiffness and joint swelling
. Redness and warmth
. Pain
. Your knee is made ofthree basic parts that move and work together to ensue smooth motion and

function: your femur (leg bone), your tibia (shin bone), and your patella (kneecap). When arthritis
aflects the joint and the cartilage that cushions the knee wears away or is destroyed, the knee joint
requires replacement.

Total Knee Replacement Surgery
o This involves resurfacing the kneejoint with an artificialjoint made ofa metal alloy rvhich is

body friendly and plastic. The materials used in your artificialjoint are very strong and are
designed to last a very long time inside your body. Your orthopedic surgeon will consider
many factors, like age, bone density and the shape ofyourjoints, when determining the exact
kind ofknee replacement, you will receive and how it will be inserted into your knee.

Partial Knee Replacement Surgery
o Sometimes, the cartilage damage in your knee is limited to just one side or the other. When

this happens, a partial knee replacement procedure may be appropriate. Partial knee
replacement is like total knee replacement except only one side ofthe knee joint is resurfaced.

This involves a quicker recovery and smaller scar but is not always recommended or rvhat
you need to have done. Your doctor will discuss this rvith .vou further.
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What is inflammatory arthritis?
Inflammatory arthritis is a rare condition that can affect severaljoints throughout the body. tt is caused by an
overactive immune system. It may affect other organs of the body. It can affect men, women, and children of
all ages. Rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arlhritis and ankylosing spondylitis are types of inflammatory arthritis.



PREOPERATI VE INSTRUCTIONSAND TESTING CHECKLIST
2-4 Weeks Before Surgery:
Q Attend Pre-operative Testing Appointment (if scheduled with surgeont office or surgery center)
E You may be required to get labs, EKG, or an x-ray if deemed necessary by your surgeon or
anesthesiologist.
E lf required by your surgeon, see your current specialists for medical clearance such as cardiologist or
pulmonologist.
E Begin your exercises as recommended by your physical therapist or surgeon,s office.
E obtain medical devices as recommended by your surgeon (walker, cold therapy unit, cane, toilet seat

riseI etc.)

The Week Before Surgery:
E Prepare your home.
E Move all ruSs out of your pathway and adjust furniture to allow for room for your walker or cane.
E Total knee patients: stop shaving your leg (3 days before surgery)
E Start/Stop taking any medications as instructed by your surgeon.
D You will need a chair with arm rest and no wheels for after surgery.
E Confirm your ride home from the Surgery Center and someone to stay with you a couple of days post
operatively. Thiswill ensure your safety and is neededwhenyou have outpatient joint replacement
surSery.

E Fill prescriptions from your surgeon
E Stop taking medications such as lbuprofen, Aleve, Advil, and Naproxen. You will be instructed when to
stop blood thinners such as Coumadin or Plavix.

Night Before Surgery:
O Stop eating and drinking at midnight the night before your surgery time. No gum, mints, candy, water.
EPackyourbag. Youwill need to bring your walkeri cold-therapy unit (if you have one), and inha le(s)
(if you use them) with you the day of surgery.

E Put fresh sheets / linen on your bed. Sleep in clean clothes.
E Do not allow pets to sleep with you the night before surgery.

Morning of Surgery:
E Shower using your last cleaning solution sponge to the surgical area and antibacterial soap (such as

Dial, Lever 2000. Etc.) to the rest ofyour body. Use a clean towel to dry yourself off.
E Dress in clean, comfortable clothing to wear to the Surgery Center

E Leave all jewelry at home. Be sure to remove all body piercing jewelry. We are NOT responsible for
lost or stolen jewelry. No false eyelashes.

E Please do not wear contact lenses on the day of surgery. Dentures, glasses, and hearing aids may

need to be removed for surgery. Pleasebringappropriatecasesfortheseitems,sothatyourvisitorcan
hold onto them.
E Take any medications as instructed by your surgeon / a nesthesio logist with ONLY a sip of water.
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Two Nights Before 5u rgery:
El Start using your skin prep cleaning solution to the surgical area if given to you by your surgeon.



*** Please be careful to avoid having any cuts, wounds, scratches, bites, burns, etc.
before your surgery. If you develop any medical problems or illnesses such as a
sore throat, cough, co1ds, fever, infections, breaks in skin, or skin eruptions, please
notify the surgeon or Surgery Center immediately. These can cause your surgery
to be cancelled or dela,ved for your safety to prevent infection. ***

Day of Surgery
. You will come to Ascension St Vincent Kokomo, entrance number 6. Our center is

located inside on your right-hand side.
. Check in at the desk and the staff will notifu your nurse that you have arrived. Please

arrive on time to allow ample time to have you safely ready for surgery.. Your nurse will take you back, check your weight and have you change into a hospital
gown. The nurse will also get a set of vital signs and start your IV. The IV will be how
you get medications and fluids before, during, and after your surgery.

. Your anesthesiologist will come to interview you and explain the type ofanesthesia you
will be receiving. The anesthesiologist may also recommend a nerve block to you
depending on what your surgeon requests. The anesthesiologist has already been through
your chart and a safety check list to make sure you are cleared for surgery.

. Your surgeon will be in to see you prior to you going to surgery.

. You will need a walker with 5" diameter wheels on the front only - You are required to
bring walker day of surgery. Your surgeon will provide you with a script to get a walker.
Depending on your insurance this may or may not be covered. No rollators or rolling
walkers.

You are required to have someone drive you to the Surgery Center as well as back home.
You must have a responsible adult to stay with you for the first 24 hours after surgery.
This is for your safety so please arrange this ahead oftime. Anesthesia will be utilized
during your surgery, and for your salety it is recommended that someone stay ra'ith you
for at least 24 hours after surgery.

Preparing Your Home Care / Helpful Equipment.

You will need some type ofnon-slip surface for the bottom ofthe shower or tub.

An elevated / raised toilet seat (is not covered under insurance) will be helpful after your

surgery.

Take all medicine as directed by your surgeon.

You will need ice for cold therapy (Cryocuff (cold-therapy unit) or ice packs)

Anange your household to keep the items you need handy. Keep clear pathways in your

home. Remove items that may cause you to fall, such as throw rugs and electrical cords.
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Sitting and Sleeping

Sit in chairs with arms. Arms on a chair will make it easier for you to stand up and sit
down. Do not use your walker to stand up or sit down because it may come out from
undemeath you and cause you to fall.

Do not sit for more than 30 to 45 minutes at a time. It is encouraged for you to get up
and move around the house to prevent stiffness and blood clots.

Rest if you are tired, but do not stay in bed all day.

Sleep with a pillow under your ankle, not your knee for elevation. Be sure to change the
position of your leg during the night. Do not prop your knee in the bent position with a
pillow. If you leave your knee in the bent position for very long during the first six
weeks of recovery, the tissues behind the knee can scar and retract making it impossible
to straighten your knee. This will cause your gait to be abnormal.

Moving Safely

The key to a successful recovery is movement. Walking and exercising your knee as

directed by your surgeon and physical therapist. You should be able to start moving your
surgical leg shortly after surgery and put as much weight on the operative leg as tolerated.
You will walk shortly after surgery with the assistance of your walker and staff.

Walking up and down stairs is permitted post-surgery with support such as arms rails.
Take your time. Take one step at a time going up with the non-operative leg and join with
the surgical leg. When going downstairs use the sugical leg to go down first and join
with the non-operative leg on the step. Use the railing if possible.

When changing positions, it is important to move slowly and deliberately. When moving
from a reclining or laying position do it slowly. You should sit up for a few minutes
before making any quick movements to get acclimated. If you feel dizzy or lightheaded,
sit for a few minutes, take deep breaths, and allow the feeling to pass. Please use your
assistive device (walker / cane) until your therapist has advised you otherwise. If
dizziness or lightheadedness persists, call your sugeon.

Do not drive until your healthcare provider has informed you that you can. Most people

can start driving about 6 weeks after surgery. Do not drive while you are taking opioid /
pain medicine.

Use nonslip bathmats, grab bars, an elevated toilet seat, and a shower chair in your
bathroom.

Always use a walker, cane, and handrails until your balance, flexibility, and strength
improve. Your physical therapist will inform you when the time is right to switch from
your walker to a cane.

Keep your hands free by using a backpack, fanny pack, apron, or pockets to carry things.
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Pain
Where does it hurt?

Intensif: How'bad is the pain? Rate your pain using 0 to 10 scale (0 is no pain and 10 is
the worst pain you can imagine)

Onset: When did the pain start? Duration: How long have you had the pain? euality: Is it
constant or on-and-ofl? Dull or sharp? Buming or pressure? What makes it worse? What
makes it better? Does it affect your usual daily routine? Concentration? Mood?

Try to stay ahead ofyour pain by not letting your pain intensifr before taking medication.
However, do not take more pain medication than what is prescribed to you. If your pain
is not controlled by what is prescribed to you, noti$r your surgeon.

Relaxation techniques can be used if you are having pain. You may become anxious
which in tum can make the pain worse. Studies have shown that using relaxation
techniques can help reduce post-op pain. Try to rest quietly and breathe slowly.

Please call your surgeon if you need a refill on pain medication. Give the office 48 hours'
notice before you run out of pain medication. This will prevent a delay in receiving
medication before your refi1l is ready. Your surgeon will transition you from pain
medication to over-the-counter pain medications as quickly as possible. You may starl
weaning yourself offthe opioids when you feel you can by spacing the doses out as

tolerated.

' Pain medication can cause side effects including nausea, vomiting, sedation, dizzy spells,
and / or constipation. Please have something to eat / drink (crackers / milk) with your
pain medication. Ifthe symptoms are persistent or severe, contact your surgeon.

' Remember you should be proactive with your pain medication and take your medications
prior to your therapy sessions.

' Do not drive while taking narcotics or opioids.

Other Precautions / Information / Post
If you are given support stockings / TED hose for bilateral legs. Always wear them. You
may remove them to shower only. These may be needed approximately 4 weeks after

surgery. Ifneeded, you can place a bandage over the incision to prevent irritation from
clothing or support stockings.
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. Prescribed pain medication as well as applying icing and elevating the surgical leg wiil
help to alleviate your pain. Remember: Do not put a pillow under your knee because this
will cause stiffness and inability to straighten your leg. This will change your gait and
mobiliq,.



You may shower 24 to 48 hours after yourjoint replacement. Sit on a shower stool or
chair when you shower to keep from falling. Your dressing will remain on until your
post operative visit with your surgeon. Keep your knee dressing clean and dry. Do not
immerse your knee in water until your surgeon says it is okay. This means no hot tubs,
bathtubs, or swimming pools.

Preventing infection is key. You may be provided with wipes or cleansing soap to wash
with prior to coming to surgery. It is imperative that you follow the instructions closely.
As your team, we are here to make this surgery a success for you.

Any infection will need to be treated right away. Call your healthcare provider right away
if you think you might have an infection. Signs to watch for include increased pain,
redness at the incision that spreads outwards, swelling, temperature, persistent
nausea,/vomiting. firmness around incision, foul smell from incision, and incisional
drainage.

Inform your dentist that you have an artificial joint. You may be directed to take
antibiotics as prescribed before any dental work.

Tell all your healthcare providers about your artificial joint before any medical
procedure.

Staying at a healthy n'eight is important in your success with ajoint replacement. It is
advised to seek help to lose any extra pounds because added body weight puts stress on
the knee.

Take any medicine you have been given after surgery as prescribed. Your surgeon may
have you take an aspirin post operatively. Aspirin is a blood-thinning medicine to help
prevent blood clots. Your surgeon will discuss this with you. You may be given
antibiotics to prevent infection ifyour surgeon deems necessary.

Ilyou are a smoker, it is advisable to quit to improve your healing. Smoking delays both
the bone growth aroturd the implant and soft tissue healing after your surgery. Smoking
also increases your risk ol getting a blood clot.

Sexual activity can resume when cleared by your surgeon.

Many patients will experience significant bruising on the operative leg. This is not
uncommon.

Physical Therapy
Physicat therapy wili need to be set up immediately following your knee replacement if it
has not been done prior to surgery. ln home therapy can be set up, but preferably you
will go to a physical therapy facility as soon as you are able to.

Do not attempt to get out ofbed without assistance until you have been cleared to get up

without help following surgery.
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A staffmember will help and support you to get up and walk to a chair to prepare you to
go home the day of surgery. The home environment is optimal for lower complicaiion
rates, lower infection rates, and a much higher degree ofpatient satisfaction. patients
typically leave the Surgery Center 4 hours post operatively.

Walking should be performed with staffmembers only unless specified otherwise by your
nurse. Your medical team will walk with you and advise you on the amount of weight
and pressure you should apply to the operative leg.

Once physical therapy starts the therapist will increase your activity of walking more
each day, and typically, therapy sessions occur immediately after surgery.

You will continue the exercises prescribed by your surgeon and physical therapist.
Throughout your recovery, you must diligently follow knee precautions including no
squatting down, kneeling, or twisting ofthe operated knee in your daily activities.

The more you put into your physical therapy the more successful and faster yourjoint
replacement recovery will be.

It is very important to keep all your therapy appointments and continue to work on
flexion and extension. Your goal is to be at 90 degrees of flexion within two weeks after
surgery and be able to straighten your leg.

Therapy averages 8 to I 2 weeks following surgery depending on each patient's mobility,
strength, and progress.

PHYSICAL THERAPY NOTES:
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Total Knee & Hip Replacement

With your leg straight bring your
toes towards your head. Then
move your foot so that you are
pornrng your toes.

L..
Repeat l0Times
Perfom 2-3Tlme(s) a

Day

=-

Repat 10 Tlmes

Perfofln 2'3 Time(s)a

Day

.-

Eh

Repeat l0Iimes
Pedom 2-3Time(s)a
Day

Jnh*
Jfrn
Repeat 10Tme,
Perform 2 3 Time(s)a

Dav

SHORT ARC QUAD

Have a rolled pillow ortowel under
your knee while lying on your
back. Leave the knee on the roll
as you lift your heel offthe bed.
Slowly lower back to the bed.

4

Repeat l0Times

ANKLE PUI.,4PS

QUAD SETS

HEEL SLIDES

IE

Repeat loTjmes

Perform 3-5 Time(s) a

Day

HIPABDUCTION

STRAIGHT LEG RAISE

BRIDGES

Lie on your back with your
surgical leg straight but the
opposite leg bent. Tighten up your
thigh muscle then lift your leg off
the bed about 12 inches while
keeping your knee as straight as
you can. Slowly lower your leg
back to the bed while continuing to
keep your knee straiglt.

2

Lie on your back as you slide your
entire leg out to $e side while
keeping your leg straight. Make
sure to keep your knee and toes
pointed toward the ceiling the
entire time. Slowly brjng your leg
back to the center.

With your leg straight tighten the
front of your thigh muscle. Your
knee should press down on the
bed with your heel lifting slightly.
l\4ake sure you knee fully
straightens during this.

5Hod 5

3- Timec)
Day

3

}ixi(

rc{
Ss,

Lie on your back and pull your
heeltowards your buttock while
you bend your knee.
For a total knee replacement you
may use your opposite foot and a
long strap to help facilitatethis
movement.

Lre on vour back and bend vour
Lncpc ;< fer e< vou .an tow:rdq
your buttocl$. ilowly lift your hips
offthe bed untilyour hips are in
line with your shoulders and knees
creating the "bridge'

Repeat loTimes Perform

3-slime{ra Day
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E

Stand tall while holdinq onto
somethinq stable and 

-kic[

backwards without arching your
back while keeping your knee
straight. Slowly loweryour leg to
the startinq position.

STANDING HIP DCTENSION

SIANDJNG HIP ABDUCTION

IVARCHING IN PLACE

Stand tall while holdino onto
something stable, theilift one foot
off the floor 3-5 inches Trv to hold
the foot in the air for 2-3 s6conds
before slowlv lowerino it back
down. Repeat, altern5ting on each
side.

11

12

a

Repeat 10 Times

Perform 2-3 Ime(s)a
oay

fuA
Repeat l0llmes
Perform 2'l 11me(, a

Day

Stand tall while hoiding onto
something stable and lick your leg
out to the side while keeping your
knee straight. Slowly lower your
leg to the starting position.

Repeat 10]]me5
Perfom 2-3I'ime(s) a

Dav

dr Repeat 10 tirnes

Perfo.6 2-3 lime(s) a

Da/

W.e

fo"

KNEE ETTENSION/HAMSTRING

STRETCH

'for total knee patients only

Sit with your operated heel on the
floor or propped up on a chair.
Lead forward slightly while making
sure your knee is straight to feel a
stretch behind your knee.

HEEL RAISES

Stand tall while holding onto
somelhing stable, then rise onto
your toes lifting your heels off the
ground. Slower lower your heels
back dowr to the glourd

10

Hold 30-60 seconds

Perform 3-sTime(s) aDay
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Follow-up care / Dressing

Follor.v up rvith 1'our healthcare provider as instructed for a post-op visit rvithin

two r'veeks after surgery. Call the office to schedule this appointment. You vvill

have a waterproof dressing on following surgery, and it remains on until your firs1

post op visit. Call your surgeon if the dressing is saturated and starts to leak. If
you have staples or stitches to close your incision, follow your surgeon's

instructions on when to retum to have them removed, usually about 2 weeks post

operatively.

Examples of Durable Medical Equipment
*The following are examples of recommended medical equipment.
Pictures of the medical equipment are on the following pages. +

*Cryo cuff (A type of cold compress)

*Walker (Look for one with wheels only on the front and not the
back)

*Cane (Standard cane not the 4-prong cane)

*Non-Slip bathmat

*Sturdy chair with arms will assist in transition from standing and

sitting.

*Toilet riser

*Grab bars (for shower or helping get up from the toilet)

*Shower Chair
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**call911**

Call 911 right away if any of the following occur:

. Chest pain

. Shortness ofbreath

Any signs or symptoms of a stroke (FAST)
o Facial drooping to one side
o Arm weakness to one side
o Slurring of speech

" Time is important-call 911 with any of these symptoms.

When to call your healthcare provider

Thank you for choosing Sycamore Surgery Center! We are here to help you

have a successful surgery and a great outcome. We want you back on your feet,

healthy and strong as soon as possible. Please let us know if you have any

concems so we can help make this happen. Your surgical team wants the best for

you!
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Call your healthcare provider right away if any ofthe following occur:

. Feverof100.5'F (38"C) or higher. It is not unusual to have a low-grade temperature
following surgery for the first few days. Checking your temperature daily for the first
couple weeks after surgery will allow you to closely monitor for any fever or infection.

. Pain, swelling, or redness in your calf.

. Shaking or chills.

. Stiffness or inability to move your knee.

. Increased swelling in your leg.

. Increased redness, tenderness, or swelling in or around the knee incision.

. Drainage from knee incision (pus, green, or foul-smelling discharge).

. Increased knee pain not controlled by pain medication.

. For anything that just does not seem right.



Frequently Asked Questions:

1. When may I shower?
Your surgeon will give you specihc instructions on when you can shorver.
Most often allowed to shower if you can keep your incision clean and dry.

2. When may I drive?
Driving restrictions may vary depending on pain medication usage. In most
cases, you may drive in 4 weeks if no longer on narcotics.

3. Do I have to have physical therapy?
It is strongly advised that you have physical therapy post operatively. This
is vital to gain your range of motion, strength, and confidence back.

4. How long do I take my anticoagulation / blood thinner?
Depending on the medication that you are prescribed for anticoagulation
post operatively, your surgeon 'lvill discuss horv long and how much they
want you to take.

5. How long do I take pain medication?
You will need to w-ean offnarcotic pain medication as quickly as possible.
You can do this by starting to space out each dose as the pain decreases.

6. How long do I wear compression stockings?
If compression stockings are necessary for you, your surgeon will discuss
the duration you are to wear the compression stockings.

7. When do I transition from my walker to cane?
Your physical therapist will determine the transition depending of your
progression after surgery.

8. Why does my thigh hurt after surgery?
Often the pain in your thigh can be common from the toumiquet used

during surgery.
9. What happens if I fall?

Please call your orthopedic surgeon's office for any concerns that you have
or if you have an iniury. On *'eekends, there is always an orthopedic
provider on call. Ifyou are not able to get any help, call 911.

10. When will I see my doctor after surgery?
You will see a provider in the office 2 'lveeks after surgery.

11. How long does it take to make a "complete" recovery?
Recovery duration is different for every patient. Recovery and changes

depend on u,'hat surgery you have had. Most often the recovery u'ill be 3 -

6 months.

Please call your surgeon with any questions or concerns' but
we are happy to help you in any way we can!
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